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Tyne Community Learning Trust – Board of Directors Meeting 

Minutes of  Meeting held on Wednesday 7 July 2021 at 6pm 

(Virtual meeting via Zoom video conference) 

Invited: Membership Type: Attended: 

Alice Witherow CEO Present 

Helen Beaton COO Present 

Rob Moore (Chair) Director Present – arrived 6.26pm 

John Sedgwick Director Apology for absence 

Deborah Clark Director Present 

David Leat Director Apology for absence  

Simon Goldberg Director Apology for absence 

Graeme Bruce Director Present 

Mavis Harris Director Present 

Victoria Orr Director Present 

Chris Hughes Director Present 

Helen Savage Director Present 

Vicki Evans Governor Support Manager Present – arrived 6.08pm 

Helen Pye Clerk to the Board Present 

 

PART 1 (Classified non-confidential) 

Items discussed under Part 1 of this agenda will not be classified as confidential. The minutes 

and supporting documents must be made available to any person wishing to inspect them. 

1.  Apologies for Absence 

Apologies were received and consent given to the absence of John Sedgwick and 
Simon Goldberg.  (David Leat emailed the board following the close of the meeting 
to submit his apologies for non-attendance due to a family emergency).   
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Both Vicki Evans and Rob Moore were expected to join the meeting but would be 
late in arriving. 
 
Graeme Bruce chaired the meeting. 
 

2.  Membership Update 

It was noted that Mr Sam Syers, Academy Governor at Wylam First School had 
notified the local governing board of his intention to resign from his position on 16 
July 2021.  This would reduce the number of governors on the board from 11 to 10, 
which was the required number, there would therefore not be a vacancy to fill. 
 
It was also noted that Pam Bell, Chair of Prudhoe Highfield Middle School, would 
step down during the Autumn term when a successor would be appointed. 
 
A full check of membership/vacancies would be undertaken at the commencement 
of the Autumn term and action taken to seek appropriate appointments to the 
vacancies. 
Action: Vicki Evans 

 
3.  Declaration of Personal and Pecuniary Interests in this Agenda 

CH declared an interest in supplying costings for glazing systems for schools within 
the Trust as part of the CIF bids (if relevant during discussion). 
 
Other Directors declared that they had no personal or pecuniary interest in any 
item on the agenda. 
 

4.  Minutes and Action Grid 

Minutes of the following Board meeting/Capital Working Group meeting, having 
been circulated previously, were agreed and signed as a true record: 
 

• 9 June 2021 (Board Meeting) 

• 14 June 2021 (Capital Working Group) 
 

The following actions from the Action Grid that had been delegated to individuals 
at the previous meeting were reviewed and updates received as follows: 
 
Item 6 – Provide update report in relation to flexible working arrangements – 
Summer 2022.  
Noted – report to Trust Board – Summer 2022. 
Item 7 – Gender Pay Gap Report – To feedback comments to the confederation of 
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school trusts. 
Action completed – AW mentioned to CST - no response received. 
 
Item 9 – Report to detail breakdown of IT costs. 
Refer to report presented by HB. 
 
Item 10 – To arrange zoom meeting to discuss/scrutinise OFS bid – 14.6.2021 
Action completed – refer to minutes of capital working group meeting held on 14 
June 2021. 
In response to the submission of CIF bids, HB updated the board on the outcome as 
follows: 

• The trust had been successful only in one bid – for the works to the roof at 
Mickley First School.  This had been accepted. 

• An appeal was to be submitted for the works to OFS by 9 July 2021 on the 
grounds that the engineer’s report did not point to a need for any urgent 
work to be undertaken whereas this was not the case.  AW had also written 
to Guy Opperman who would visit the site and discuss with A Hudson.   
MH asked if notification was not received by September, how disruptive 
would this be to the coming year. 
AW – it would be disruptive no matter when it was to go ahead – pupils 
would have to be allocated to mobile classrooms.  If the appeal was 
successful it may not be until Summer 2022 when works commence.  
Presently work was being undertaken on risk assessments to look at the 
state of the building as it had been deemed ‘unfit for purpose’. 
The board expressed their frustration with the project / process. 
GB asked if there was any hope of getting a new building? 
HB – Didn’t think so – there was a list for 50 new schools in the whole 
country – would be difficult to get onto this list. 
AW was confident that the appeal that had been written was strong.  There 
was no ‘Plan B’ presently – trying to move forward through lobbying and 
applying pressure to EFSA. 
 

• Item 12 - Supply Insurance – report to be presented to July meeting. 
Refer to report - Item 5. 

 
5.  Staff Absence Insurance Report 

• SAS Wellbeing Document    
 

The board received and considered the staff absence insurance report.  Last year, 
although the board gave permission to renew the policy, they wished to look at 
alternative ways of covering the risk.  HB had analysed costings etc and as a result 
recommended that ‘self-insuring’ via the top sluice may be more cost effective 
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although the trust would still purchase the staff wellbeing cover from the same 
organisation to ensure continuity – a copy of the SAS Wellbeing document had 
been circulated for information.  A sum would be allocated within the top slice 
allocation for each school so that reimbursements could be made to individual 
schools for significant absences. 
 
CH asked whether the trust already had the supplementary support? 
HB – Yes, this was already included within the insurance but next year this would be 
stand-alone (cost would be approximately £9,800 – Service Level 2). 
CH commented that this was a sensible decision.  It was acknowledged that there 
could be a risk if there was a ‘bad’ year but overall, this would have to be balanced 
over time.  DC supported these comments and added that other MATs were taking 
this approach. 
 
MH asked if a report could be produced to access the results of the wellbeing 
interventions. 
AW suggested that this question be asked as part of the staff annual questionnaire. 

 
 The board agreed to accept the recommendation as outlined in the report – to 
cover supply insurance in-house but purchase separate wellbeing cover for staff.                                
 

6.   Budget Setting 2021/2022 

• Management Accounts – May 
 
HB presented the budget setting 2021/2022 report outlining the requirement that 
the board approve the budget before the start of the financial year and ensuring its 
submission to ESFA by 27 July.  The budget consisted of a 3-year income and 
expenditure account, a balance sheet for the end of the budget financial year and a 
12-month, monthly cash flow.  Based on estimated numbers, the trust was in a 
financially viable position throughout the forecast period as well as forecasting a 
healthy reserve level at the end of 2023/24.  It was noted that numbers in some 
schools were reducing so this would be regularly monitored. Costings would be 
refreshed for actual staffing salaries as opposed to indicative costs where 
appointments had just been made to posts.  An assumption had also been included 
for a 2% pay award for support staff. 
 
VO asked, in relation to pupil numbers, whether any funds had been set aside for 
specific marketing purposes.  
HB – nothing specific had been set aside apart from small sundry amounts.  With 
regards to the IT strategy – the trust would look to fund this from reserves – only 
day to day running costs had been allocated within individual school budgets. 
AW asked VO what sort of funding would need to be set aside to increase brand 
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identity. 
VO agreed to put some figures together – this could be done at relatively 
reasonable costs. 
Action: V Orr 
 
CH asked if  there were any limits/constraints on what schools were allowed to do 
in terms of marketing? 
AW – Not aware of any limits/constraints but there were ethical issues around this 
in terms of ‘poaching’ children from other schools. 
DC questioned the KPIs and the section on total staffing with an indicator of 80% - a 
little concerned that this was the highest % within the range that was suggested by 
DfE which was 75-80%.  Perhaps this needed to be looked at in more detail at 
individual school level. 
HB – Some benchmarking had been carried out with individual schools – staffing 
had not been highlighted as being out of sync with other schools.  Highfield and 
PCHS were paying the most for staffing but had the most pupil premium and 
therefore had additional staffing. 
RM commented that he agreed that the KPIs needed to be reviewed.  RM referred 
to ‘other costs’ - 10% - did the trust need to set a KPI for this (central costs)? The 
board needed to have a clear understanding of KPIs and what expenditure was 
included within each section. 
 
The board agreed with the recommendation to approve the budget for 2021/2022 
and the forecasts for the following two years, noting the ongoing work for schools 
showing deficit budgets.   
 
Management Accounts (May) 
 
HB presented the report detailing the May management accounts. It was noted 
that reviews had been held with most schools and budgets updated where 
required, in particular, some additional Covid grant funding by ESFA for testing in 
the middle and High Schools had been offered.  There were no other significant 
changes that would impact individual schools and the trust overall. 
The accounts included performance against the key performance indicators set as 
part of the budget.  
 
DC questioned the current surplus and whether this was a realistic figure? 
HB – Anticipated that the year-end surplus would be approximately £459,000. 
   
The board accepted the recommendation and received the report for May 2021.  
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7.  Devolved Formula Capital and Trust Priorities 

 

HB presented the report on devolved formula capital and trust priorities.  The 

report set out how the trust may direct the devolved formula capital towards 

projects of the greatest need with the agreement of schools.  The board accepted 

the recommendation to approve that all Trust Schools, with the exception of 

Prudhoe Community High School pool their capital funds so funds are utilised using 

the priorities shown.  This would provide a pool of £49,988.  

 

RM questioned the total of cost of CIF bids that had been rejected opposed to the 

devolved formula capital available to spend. 

HB – Bids totalled 1.3 million whereas DFC was £68,500. 

Action: AW to ensure that Guy Opperman was made aware of this statistic. 

 
8.                                                                         Replacement Printers at PCHS and Head Office 

  
HB presented the report in relation to replacement printers at PCHS.  The current 
printer contract with Ricoh at Prudhoe High School was due to come to an end in 
July 2021.   A minimum of 3 quotes had been sought and Ricoh had provided the 
cheapest quote via the CPC framework with a total cost of £64,214 over the 5-
year contract.  A quote was also obtained to replace the copier for the Central 
Team, this copier was part of the original Prudhoe High School contract.  This 
would now be a stand-alone contract with Head Office – cost would be £2,562 over 
5 years.   
  
The Board accepted the recommendation to provide approval for the two, 5-
year Ricoh contracts.  
 
The board discussed the future alignment of contracts between schools and hoped 
that the expectation would be for the Central Team to organise services / contracts 
for all Trust schools rather than individual schools.  AW did have some concerns in 
relation to some resistance to the central team organising contracts for the overall 
trust but hoped that this would improve in time. 
 

9.  Reserves Policy 
 
HB presented the reserves policy to the board which had been updated following 
further discussion with representative headteachers. The reserves policy was to be 
agreed each year before the year end as it was a requirement for it to be reported 
in the annual financial statements for the Trust.  
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The report recommended that the board confirm the reserves policy for the 
Trust and to mandate the changes (as itemised in the report) to move reserves 
over 10% centrally.  
 
Comments/Questions arising from the report: 
 
CH asked about the timing for the implementation of the proposal? 
HB – To be implemented from immediate effect. 
CH recommended that a staged process may be better so give schools an 
opportunity to plan accordingly. HB – Prudhoe Highfield had submitted a plan and 
PCHS had only just submitted their plan that day which was currently being 
reviewed.  CH felt that it was wrong to make a decision without considering the 
school’s plans. 
  
MH asked for clarification on how the process would work.  If 10% of a school’s 
reserve was not sufficient to cover a project – would the school have to apply for 
extra funding? 
AW confirmed that the board would make decisions on how the funding was to be 
allocated in accordance with plans.  Schools would still be able to spend on what 
they needed during the course of the year. 
 
RM clarified that in terms of Highfield Middle School a business case for the works 
for a special centre in the caretaker’s house had already been agreed.  A further 
residual amount of reserves would go to the central pot.  Similarly, the board 
needed to consider the business case from PCHS.   
Action: HB to present the report including the business case from PCHS to the 
September meeting for further consideration. To reconsider approval of the 
reserves policy at this meeting. 
 

10.   CEO Report 
 
AW presented her report to the board which included an update on: 
 
Covid Update – Unfortunately rates of covid were increasing and many of the trust 
schools were being adversely affected.  50 staff had been off on 7.7.2021 with 350 
pupils self-isolating.    Some of the smaller schools were struggling in terms of 
staffing.  Transition days had unfortunately been cancelled due to not being able to 
mix any schools on the recommendation of Health and Safety as well as an 
induction plan for new staff.  AW expressed concerns about what things would 
look like in September. 
 
School Development Update – Specifically mentioned the very positive meeting 
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with Three Rivers and Pele to discuss peer evaluation work.  This would also be 
replicated at the middle schools with Corbridge Middle School and at first school 
level.  Also looking to develop Ofsted training in relation to the new framework and 
looking to do some alignment work in governing boards about how different 
aspects would be monitored.   
 
Governance and Leadership – The board welcomed Vicki Evans, who would be 
taking on the governance lead role from September.  A very productive meeting 
had been held with the vice chair at Wylam First School who was looking at 
frameworks around the role of the MAT within the community – further work 
would continue in the autumn term. 
 
Development Plans would be presented to the September meeting as well as 
assessment data. 
Action: AW – September meeting – to present development plans/assessment 
data. 
 
GB thanked AW for her report. 
 

11.  Questionnaires – Presentation 

AW presented, on screen, feedback from the recent staff, parent and pupil 
questionnaires.   The questionnaires would be shared with schools and their local 
governing bodies and AW would undertake further probing of individual 
pupil/staffing issues through focus groups and give feedback to the relevant 
groups.  
 
HS commented that the results were very impressive but questioned the response 
from staff in relation to ‘matters that made a difference to me’ in relation to the 
MAT and whether this had been a positive or negative response? 
AW felt that on a day to day basis, staff did not notice much difference yet in the 
MAT – their work had remained the same as it had been.  Some staff agreed with 
this question whereas others neither agreed or disagreed.  Staff would be thanked 
for their responses. 
                            

12.  Urgent Business – with the approval of the Chair 

A copy of the Academy Trust Handbook was circulated for information including a 
summary of the changes.  AW commented that training for governors on this 
would be helpful and would circulate a link to a webinar. 
Action: AW 
 
All directors and governors had been invited to attend a self-evaluation session to 
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be held on Tuesday 13 July 2021 at 6pm. 
 
Link Directors – feedback from attendance at local governing board meetings. 
Action:  Directors to forward feedback to AW and the Chair – to be discussed at 
September meeting. 
 
HS wished to record her thanks to AW and HB for their tremendous work in what 
had been a very difficult year.  All staff had worked incredibly hard and this would 
be acknowledged in a letter to staff. 
 
GB thanked fellow directors for their contribution and support over the past year. 
 

13.  Date of Future Meetings 
 
Dates of future meetings were agreed as follows:  
 
Autumn Term 2021  
Wednesday 8 September 2021 at 6pm  
Wednesday 6 October 2021 at 6pm  
Wednesday 3 November 2021 at 6pm  
Wednesday 1 December 2021 at 6pm  
  
Spring Term 2022  
Wednesday 5 January 2022 at 6pm  
Wednesday 2 February 2022 at 6pm  
Wednesday 2 March 2022 at 6pm  
  
Summer term 2022   
Wednesday 4 May 2022 at 6pm  
Wednesday 8 June 2022 at 6pm  
Wednesday 6 July 2022 at 6pm  
 
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 7.35pm. 
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Chair_____ _______________________ 

 

Date____8.9.2021______________________ 

 

 PART 2 (Classified confidential)  

  
Matters discussed in this part of the agenda will be classified as confidential and saved as a 
separate electronic file. Any confidential minutes circulated with the agenda papers 
are attached for governors ONLY and will be marked ‘Part 2- Classified Confidential & Not for 
Publication.’   
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